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IMPORTANCE OF ....  
The Gemara (Kidushin 51b) states that if a man said to two 
sisters: “One of you is betrothed to me”, since it cannot be 
determined which of them is in fact the betrothed, he cannot 
marry either of them. Abaye holds that he must nevertheless give 
them each a Get, while Rava says he need not. Tosafos relates that 
the son of R’ Oshiya HaLevi said to a wealthy man: “Your 
daughter should be betrothed to me” without specifying her name, 
and Rabbeinu Tam held that the oldest daughter should be the one 
betrothed, because of vrhfcv hbpk vrhgmv ,,k ubnuenc if vagh tk – 
it is not proper to give the younger daughter before the older one. 
R’ Menachem of Juni pointed out that this could not be correct, as 
it was the same as the Gemara’s case where one betrothed one of 
2 sisters, and even Abaye held that the Kidushin was valid only 
for the purpose of requiring a Get. (Tosafos noted that Rabbeinu 
Tam later changed his mind.) The Rashbam (Bava Basra 120a) 
distinguishes between two lists of the daughters of Tzelafchad, 
noting that the Posuk which states that they married their cousins 
listed them in age order – oldest to youngest, because of the 
statement: ubnuenc if vagh tk whereas the Posuk lists them in 
order of their wisdom, when they approached Moshe about 
inheritance. Why is ubnuenc if vagh tk apparently so binding ? 
Even if it would be a father’s prerogative, why would it apply to 
Tzelafchad’s daughters who married after their father’s death ? 
We must conclude that it is always a matter of propriety, whose  
purpose is to preserve the feelings and dignity of the older sister. 
The Gemara (Kesubos 103a) darshens from lnt ,tu lhct ,t scf 
to include kusdv lhjt. The Shvus Yaakov (1:76) explicitly 
excludes an older sister from this obligation. However, the Birkei 
Yosef (s”uh 240) disagrees, pointing out that an obligation to 
respect one’s father-in-law also extends to a mother-in-law, so an 
older sister should be included with an older brother as well.    

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
One must stick one’s fingers in one’s ears to avoid hearing 
Lashon HoRa, if one cannot leave the area. Must one do so even 
if one will be embarrassed by how it looks ?     

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:   
(Must one try to resolve a problem oneself before getting others involved ?)  
One must try to resolve a (potential) problem as against another’s 
threat oneself, only if one believes there is a reasonable chance of 
success. Otherwise, or if the attempt may lead to further conflict 
with him, one may tell others and enlist their help.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
If one forgot to say rynu ky i,u in its proper place, if he is still in 
ubhkg lrc, he should go back to say vfrck rynu ky i,u, continuing 
on from there to complete the brocho. Otherwise, he should add 
rynu ky i,u in vkhp, gnua. If he forgot to do so but hasn’t finished 
Shemona Esrei yet, he should go back to ubhkg lrc. If he finished, 
he must repeat Shemona Esrei.  (MB 117:15)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   
The Gemara (Shabbos 115b) states that if a Sefer Torah has 
become so worn that most of its letters have faded or been erased, 
it may not be saved from a fire on Shabbos unless either one of 
two conditions are fulfilled: 1) There are still enough words intact 
where their combined number of letters equal (at least) 85; or 2) 
Hashem’s name is still intact somewhere in the Sefer. The number 
85 is derived from the total number of letters in the two Pesukim: 
van rnthu irtv gxbc hvhu and rnth vjbcu. Since these two Pesukim 
are demarcated in the Torah by an inverted Nun (b) before and 
after, they are deemed to comprise a separate Sefer of the Torah 
on their own, and therefore, the number of their letters is the 
minimum amount of intact letters necessary for a Sefer Torah to 
retain its sanctity. The Gemara then cites a Beraisa which states 
that if the Sefer Torah contains passages which were originally 
written in Hebrew but were translated into Aramaic, the Sefer 
Torah may still be saved, and this law certainly applies to phrases 
such as t,usva rdh which were originally written in Aramaic. 
Does this mean that t,usva rdh is sufficient even if less than 85 
letters ? The Gemara explains that t,usva rdh would not be 
sufficient on its own to authorize saving the Sefer Torah (like 
Hashem’s name would be) but its letters could be counted 
towards the 85. The aushj of t,usva rdh is that the Torah 
presented it as a translation into Aramaic in the first place – 
Yaakov called it sgkd and Lavan called it t,usva rdh, but it still 
counts toward the 85. The Gemara (Megilah 8b) states that if one 
wrote a Hebrew part of a Sefer Torah in Aramaic or an Aramaic 
part in Hebrew, the scroll does not have the sanctity to convey 
Tum’ah to one who touches it. Tosafos asks, according to the 
Gemara (Gittin 60a), if a Sefer Torah is missing an entire vghrh 
(section of parchment) it may not be read from. This implies that 
if it is only missing words or even a Posuk, it is still valid. How 
could writing in the wrong language be worse than if it’s not there 
at all ? The Chasam Sofer explains that if one wrote a Sefer Torah 
which said t,usva rdh uk tre ceghu or sgkd ick uk trehu, it would 
be Posul because it’s not true, which is worse than nothing at all.   
A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
The years spent by the Mirrer Yeshiva in Shanghai were difficult. Many 
of the 400 bochurim were young, far away from home. Every day 
brought reports from Europe of entire villages being destroyed, of a 
bochur’s family being murdered, of parents and grandparents whose fate 
was unknown. The summers were sweltering, the winters freezing, and 
always the nerve-wracking uncertainty of what was happening “back 
home”. Yet, after seven years, all the Bnei Yeshiva emerged, healthy, 
strong and true Talmidei Chachomim. This was due in no small part to 
the efforts of one unusual bochur who took it upon himself to speak 
with the younger bochurim constantly, both in learning and in personal 
matters, maintaining a relationship of encouragement with them, and 
raising their spirits with his unique ability to cheer people up using his 
own joy of life. This bochur would later become Rav Shmuel Charkover. 
Before the war, Shmuel would clown and joke at a chaver’s Chasunah to 
such an extent, that Rav Elchonon Wasserman HYD once asked him to 
stop because he was making Rav Elchonon laugh too much, something 
that Rav Elchonon always sought to avoid. 

P.S. Shalosh Seudos sponsored this week by the Zelman family. 


